Stick Man has lost his way home!
Can you help Stick Man find the right path back to the family tree?
STICK MAN

Dot-to-Dot
Join the dots to find out what Stick Man is stuck on!
Colouring Activity!
This colouring belongs to:

For more Stick Man activities visit: www.stickmanofficial.com

Help Stick Man get back to his family tree, then colour them in!

This activity belongs to:

---

For more Stick Man activities visit: www.stickmanofficial.com
Spot the difference!
Can you find five differences in these images below?

For more Stick Man activities visit: www.stickmanofficial.com
Find the words in the grid:

STICK MAN    GIRL
SANTA        SAND
TWIG         SWAN
DOG          SNOW

And Santa falls into the room with a !

For more Stick Man activities visit: www.stickmanofficial.com